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Our upholstered furniture is manufactured by experienced craftsmen using modern
manufacturing techniques. Furniture should not only have good design, but also be
comfortable and durable. Sofa is a gathering point, a place one goes to get a break from daily
stress and to gain more energy. Therefore, the design of the sofa is essential for everyday life
and comfortability.
Usually, a sofa is used for an average of 1250 hours a year. During that time, it will go through a
large load such as friction, sunlight, heat, dust and dirt. To extend sofa’s life, always follow the
recommended maintenance instructions.
Below you will find recommended care information that will help to keep your sofa beautiful
for many years.
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About Furniture and Textiles
The frame: hull of the sofa is made from dried
solid wood, chipboard and plywood that
meet international requirements. Supporting
parts are of solid pine or plywood. Wooden
panels, chipboard and plywood are used
between the supporting parts.
Suspension in the seat: the nozag springs are
mainly used for better comfort.
Suspension in the back: the wooden panels
are covered with foam and then nonwoven.
Softness materials: mostly used for cushions,
but can also be used for back pads, hulls
and armrests. It provides softness to the
furniture. Wadding is used to wrap around
the foam pads to provide a softer look and is
also used for visible parts, such as the front of
the frames, to give a more luxurious feeling.
Computerized manufacturing procedure
regulates the desired properties of the
polyurethane foam - the weight and hardness
are controlled with different methods,
depending on the desired end result. All foam
is certified by Centipur which guarantees that
it doesn’t contain any kind of allergenic or
harmful chemicals. Foam is mostly made in
blocks.
A few facts:
A modular sofa often has modules that, due
to the design, give different seat slopes and
different lengths under the springs (nozag),
therefore, making the comfort between the
modules different. A 3-seater module usually
has different seat inclination and length of
the nozag spring than has the corner section.
While sitting on a sofa, the legs are usually
resting on the sofa. Therefore, there will be
a different experience while sitting on a
3-seater sofa with your legs on the floor.
Seat tilting may happen for technical reasons
and that usually happens when different
seating parts cannot have the same seat tilt.
There will be differences in comfort, but will
not be a mistake, rather a consequence of the
design itself.
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A new sofa undergoes a process that is called
insertion. The padding has a certain bias
which gives in a little after use. That’s why all
the seats on the sofa should be used equally.
To avoid folds and wrinkles in furniture
fabric, it is important to straighten it regularly
with your palm. The larger the cushions the
bigger the folds can form during usage. If a
seat has curved shape and firmer pillows– the
smaller the creases and wrinkles. Note that
for the loose look of the sofa several folds and
wrinkles are part of the design.
Where one sofa can have folds formed from
the beginning, another will develop them
after usage only. Especially for the leather
covered sofas, wrinkles can never be avoided
due to fabric being a natural product, which
extends depending on strain and indoor
climate.
There comes in an advantage of loose and
reversible pillows as they can be turned and
swapped in-between to get more wear.
However, it is necessary to push/knock them
up after use to that they return to their
original shape. Foam back cushion gives a
tighter appearance and will keep better over
time than a back cushion that is filled with
mixture of feathers, foam chips or ball fibers.
We use Oeko-tex® Standard 100 certified
furniture fabrics. Therefore, it does not
contain allergy-promoting or other harmful
chemicals. Although, cannot rule out allergic
reactions completely for some types of
materials.
The polypropylene and polyester that are
used, have low climate footprint and require
little energy in production. Textiles made
from recycled materials are becoming more
and more important, offering good durability
and resistance. There are many textiles that
require easy care treatment to get rid of
stains and make it long lasting.
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Minor color differences between the display
model and furniture made are possible,
especially in natural fiber and leather. It is not
possible to guarantee the color for technical
reasons, particularly, for post-orders as color
changes may occur.
Some types of textiles may have excess fiber,
especially at the beginning of use. If bumps
occur – bump remover, detergent and
impregnation with antistatic effect should
be used. This treatment should be repeated
depending on use.
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Sometimes a bump can occur and that is not
due to poor properties of the substance. Those
sorts of bumps may come from external fibers,
such as clothes or blankets that have been
used on the sofa. Therefore, this condition does
not entitle to a complaint. It also occurs from
synthetic fibers in the fabric that is often a
combination of static electricity in the home.
Static electricity creates dust attraction which
allows external fibers to adhere to the fabric.
Synthetic fibers are often sharp and strong
allowing them to adjust well to the fabric. Dry
indoor climate can aggravate the problem.
Humidifiers, especially in the winter, are
recommended.
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Cleaning Guide
Many people use detergents to clean their
furniture. However, only few are aware of the
consequences it may have. Furniture textiles
should be slightly acidic, because the heat
coming from human body to which the
textiles are exposed daily is slightly acidic.
As long as the two are neutral in relation
to each other, all is good. If you break this
balance by using detergents that make
furniture the opposite of acidic (to name
alkaline), the color will “loosen” and color loss
will occur on the fabric. Different detergents
have different acidity factor, which is also
known as pH value. A pH of 7 indicates
neutral detergent, any higher than that
means that the detergent is alkaline. It is
important to know the difference between
pH values. For example, pH 8 is not just
“slightly stronger” than pH 7, it is ten times
stronger. Therefore, pH value should be
carefully noticed when choosing cleaners for
furniture.
We recommend to use foam cleaners. This
type of cleaning products is recommended
by most furniture and textile manufacturers,
as it provides relatively dry cleaning.
Cotton is considered to be a difficult fabric
to clean. Therefore, it is important that you
do not wait for it to appear dirty, but instead
clean it regularly preventing the dirt to “grow
in”. Note that viscose gains a temporary loss
of strength when wet. Therefore, the fiber
which is considered as easy to clean, must be
allowed to dry completely before using the
furniture.
For best cleaning results, it is important
to know about the type of fabric that your
furniture is made of. We also recommend
to impregnate the furniture before using it
for easier maintenance and cleaning. Treat
the exposed areas, such as back and seat
cushions, twice. After thorough cleaning, the
impregnation should be renewed to make
the next maintenance process easier.
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As there is an endless choice of detergents
and cleaners, make sure you read the
instructions carefully. Some cleaners must
be washed out of the fabric after use (simple
rinsing is not enough), so it is recommended
to use this type of cleaners on removable
fabrics only. If you still choose to use it on
non-removable fabrics, make sure you do a
test first on the area which is less visible.
If you spill the furniture, it is important to
remove the stain as soon as possible. Here’s a
list of steps you should take:
1. Immediately pick up the source of spillage
or stain with a spoon or other utensil to avoid
smudging.
2. If possible, place clean non-colored towel
under the stain to protect the padding.
Where it is not possible, try to use as little
moisture as possible.
3. Soak non-colored cloth or kitchen towel in
a lukewarm water.
4. Instead of rubbing fabric with the cloth,
just soak it. Make sure you keep changing
cloth into a new one.
5. When using stain remover, do a little test
before cleaning the whole area – allow it to
dry and check the result. If there are no bad
changes to the fabric, proceed with cleaning
the whole area.
We recommend a few cleaning
solutions:
● Alkaline cleansers (dissolve grease).
● Salmonac solution: mix 1 tbsp household
salmonac with 200 ml water.
● Soap solution: 1 tbsp soap, 500 ml of
lukewarm water.
● White spirit or glycerol (best dissolves old
stains).
● White spirits and red spirits are flammable!
Always rinse off with clean water and wipe off
all moisture. Do not use the furniture until it is
completely dry.
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Stain removal:
● red spirit for color trading and to clean
hardware
● cold water for egg-white stains
● lukewarm/hot water for sugar stains
● water with added salt (1 tbsp to 500 ml
water) to remove new blood
● clean cold water for old blood stains, then
salty water as above and then clean water
again
● white spirit for oil paint
● white spirit, then soapy water, then clean
water for butter, oil, sauce stains
● Bio-water, then diluted white vinegar
(500 ml water, 50 ml vinegar) for egg, milk,
chocolate stains
● 500 ml lukewarm water with 0,5 tsp of
synthetic detergent and 0,5 tbsp of vinegar for
new ballpoint pen stains
● synthetic stain remover or dry cleaning for
old ballpoint pen stains
● clean water, then any acid solution for fruit
or juice stains
● soapy water for coffee, tea, cola stains
● clean water and then vinegar solution for
ketchup stains
● stain remover, nail polish remover for paint
or nail polish stains
● white spirit and then salmonac solution for
lipstick, salad dressing, oil-based stains
● hand cleansing paste or white spirit for shoe
polish stains
● for chewing gum stains – let it dry, cool with
ice cubes and scrape away, then use white
spirit
● for candle wax – place baking paper over
the wax and use iron to melt it, make sure you
move baking paper while ironing
● white spirit for waterproof pen stains
● citric acid or rust remover for rust stains
● clean water or lukewarm salmonac solution
for red wine stains
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General Cleaning Tip: Use a gentle cloth
soaked in a lukewarm water for a regular
wiping of textiles. This helps to refresh the
fabric and removes dust or stain from the
surface.
For leather furniture:
Cleaning and maintenance of leather
furniture depends on usage time, type
of use and location at which furniture is
kept. It is, however, necessary if you want to
keep your leather furniture beautiful and
comfortable. Always remember to follow the
manufacturer’s instructions. As hazardous
chemicals are now prohibited, leather
furniture is impregnated with chemicals of
natural origin only. In result, the protection
of leather fabric is limited, it is less resistant
to pollution, moisture, light and heat. As
the environmentally friendly impregnation
loses its effect faster, leather fabric must be
retreated at regular basis. You should note
that the leather extends during use. Therefore,
it is natural for folds to form, especially in the
seating areas.
Eco-leather consists of 70% recycled leather
and durable 100% polyester microfiber. It is
easy to maintain if you:
● Do not use any other products that have not
been recommended
● Avoid using traditional cream-based
skincare products as they might damage the
skin
Be careful with detergents. Use surfactantbased detergents that are more suitable than
the impregnation sprays.
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